SGA Resolution 9-16-F

A Resolution to require Aramark to employ more staff during peak lunch times

Whereas: Lines for restaurant venues in the KUC and SUB during peak hours (11:00 AM to 2:00 PM) are exceedingly long.

Whereas: More employees working at Aramark restaurant venues would speed up service.

Whereas: Students are often waiting up to 20 minutes to be served at certain MTSU restaurant venues.

Whereas: There are often times registers available that are not being used during peak hours.

THEREFORE, LET IT BE RESOLVED BY THE 79th CONGRESS OF THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION OF MIDDLE TENNESSEE STATE UNIVERSITY THAT:

Section 1: Aramark will have more employees working their most popular restaurant venues on campus during peak business hours (11:00 AM to 2:00 PM).

Section 2: Aramark will determine which restaurant venues on campus consistently have exceedingly long waits for service, and these venues will be given priority of the venues which receive more employees for peak hours.

Sponsor: Alyssa Haddock